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NEW SEC GUIDANCE ON CEO PAY
RATIO RULE
Clarifications stress flexibility and reasonableness which should ease
compliance burdens

On September 21, 2017 the SEC issued
additional guidance on compliance with the
CEO pay ratio determination and disclosure
requirements imposed by the 2010 DoddFrank legislation. In an accompanying
press release, SEC Chairman Jay Clayton
stressed the flexibility in the Commission’s
prior rulemaking which companies were
encouraged to use. For procedural reasons
the SEC issued an interpretive release to
assist companies in preparing their required
pay ratio disclosures, while the Staff of
the SEC’s Division of Corporation Finance
published separate guidance on the use of
statistical sampling and other reasonable
methodologies to identify the median
employee for calculating the ratio.
Below is a summary of the highlights from the
new guidance, including our commentary on
its impact on issuer compliance. Click here to
download the 2018 CEO Pay Ratio Disclosure
information.

Commission—Interpretive Release
 Enforcement: The Commission confirmed
that if a company uses reasonable
estimates, assumptions, and/or
methodologies, the resulting pay ratio and
related disclosure would not provide the
basis for an enforcement action unless the
disclosure was made or reaffirmed without
a reasonable basis or was provided other
than in good faith. The SEC acknowledged
that use of estimates, assumptions, and
statistical sampling could cause pay
ratio disclosures to “involve a degree of
imprecision” and thus, set high standards
for potential liability.
 Non-U.S. Employees: The Commission
clarified that a company may use
appropriate existing internal records, such
as tax or payroll records, in determining
whether the 5% de minimis exemption is
available.
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 Median Employee Identification: The
Commission stated that a company also
may use existing internal records that
reasonably reflect annual compensation
to identify its median employee, even if
those records do not include every element
of compensation, such as equity awards
widely distributed to employees. This
resolved an issue that had arisen under
previous guidance.


Independent Contractors: The Commission
clarified that an exemption concerning
the exclusion of workers who are
employed, and whose compensation is
determined, by an unaffiliated third party
does not represent the exclusive basis
for determining whether a worker is an
“employee.” Further, the Commission
affirmed that it was permissible to apply a
widely recognized test under another area
of law (e.g., tax or employment law) that
the company otherwise uses to determine
whether certain workers were employees.
The SEC noted that guidance published
by the Internal Revenue Service regarding
independent contractors might be helpful
here.

Staff—Guidance
 Combining Methods: The Division of
Corporation Finance made clear that
companies may combine the use of
reasonable estimates with the use of
statistical sampling or other reasonable
methodologies (e.g., a company with
multinational operations or multiple
business lines may use sampling for
some geographic/business units and a
combination of other methodologies and
reasonable estimates for other geographic/
business units).

 Examples of appropriate sampling
methods (alone or in combination):
–– Simple random sampling (drawing at
random a certain number or proportion
of employees from the entire employee
population);
–– Stratified sampling (dividing the
employee population into strata, e.g.,
based on location, business unit, type
of employee, collective bargaining
agreement, or functional role and
sampling within each strata);
–– C
 luster sampling (dividing the employee
population into clusters based on some
criterion, drawing a subset of clusters,
and sampling observations within
appropriately selected clusters; cluster
sampling may be conducted in one
stage or multiple stages); and
–– S
 ystematic sampling (the sample is
drawn according to a random starting
point and a fixed sampling interval,
every nth employee is drawn from a
listing of employees sorted on the basis
of some criterion).
 Examples of reasonable estimates (used
to identify the median employee and in
calculating the annual total compensation
or any elements of total compensation):
–– A
 nalyzing the composition of the
company’s workforce (by geographic
unit, business unit, employee type);
–– C
 haracterizing the statistical distribution
of compensation of the company’s
employees and its parameters
(e.g., a lognormal, beta, gamma or
another distribution, or a mixture of
distributions—for example, a mixture of
two normal or lognormal distributions
yielding a bimodal distribution);
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–– C
 alculating a consistent measure
of compensation and annual total
compensation or elements of the annual
total compensation of the median
employee;
–– E
 valuating the likelihood of significant
changes in employee compensation
from year to year;
–– Identifying the median employee;
–– Identifying multiple employees around
the middle of the compensation
spectrum; and
–– Using the mid-point of a compensation
range to estimate compensation.
 Examples of other reasonable
methodologies (alone or in combination):
–– Making one or more distributional
assumptions, such as assuming a
lognormal or another distribution,
provided that the company has
determined that the use of the
assumption is appropriate given its own
compensation distributions;
–– Reasonable methods of imputing or
correcting missing values; and
–– R
 easonable methods of addressing
extreme observations, such as outliers.
The Division of Corporation Finance also
provided illustrative hypothetical examples
of the use of reasonable estimates, statistical
sampling, and other reasonable methods to
identify the median employee for companies
with U.S. and non-U.S. based employees,
multiple business and geographic business
units, and covered by multiple payroll systems
(see guidance)

As with any new rules or regulations,
questions and uncertainty are likely to
continue throughout 2018 as companies are
required to disclose their CEO pay ratios
for the first time. For now, however, the
SEC’s willingness to provide clarification
on the rules should be viewed as a positive
development for issuers in their efforts to
achieve compliance without excessive cost
in employee time or for outside advisors.
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